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Abstract 

The hardware and software technologies are being upgraded, changes are taking place offered 

every day. So these changes require updating storage technologies. For compatible and 

efficient use. Storage techniques or file system stacks have been introduced. A survey of these 

file systems is presented here in this study, which includes objectives, functions, benefits and 

limitations of the included file system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

File system is a way of storing data on physical storage devices such as discs, magnetic tapes, 

compact discs, flash drives, etc., or hierarchical organization of data installed by the operating 

system[1]. In computing the operating system is environmentally responsible for the data 

organization and File System Management[2]. With him over time, storage needs to change 

and the amount of data increased. A file system must be reliable, consistent, secure, efficient, 

fault-tolerant, and scalable. Services get these properties and keep pace with the changes 

computing requirements and storage requirements, different techniques and file systems initiate 

overtime. Service there is more efficient use of our data file system. Therefore, there is a survey 

for the file system presented in this paper. The various categories are cluster distributed file 

system, parallel file system, flash file system, journaling file system, log file system, mobile 

file system, multimedia file system, and network file system, tape file system. 

 

File System: 

Most people have several thousand files on their computer hard disk, so imagine how difficult 

it would be to find anything if the files were not organized. Fortunately, all hard disks use a file 

system, which organizes all files on the disk. A file system is created when you initialize or 

format your hard disk. It sets the root directory and the subsequent directory.  
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For Example: There are various types of folders available in hard disks and that file may be 

separate or combined, and file may be for music, document, video…..etc. Within these folders, 

there are likely to be other folders that organize your files. Computer’s file systems are 

responsible for organizing all these folders or directories. There are also several folders that 

use your computer's operating system to store system files, such as start-up data and system 

preferences. Some of these folders are invisible to the user, but are recognized by the 

computer's file system. 

 

Fig. 1 File System in Operating System 

Older Windows machines used a file system called FAT32, while newer Windows computers 

use NTFS. Macintosh computers used the HFS file system for a long time, but now use an 

updated version of HFS, called HFS +. Although you usually do not need to know all the details 

of your computer's file system, it is good to know that it is always working to keep your files 

organized. 

 

Cluster File Systems: 

When multiple object based storage devices are connected to the network, client data is 

acquired the customer's request is temporarily stored in the customer memory and then written 

to an object-based storage device but sometimes the client's memory is erased first writing for 

object-based storage devices due to small space is available on object-based storage devices 

file size to be written. OASIS-OSD is a proposed algorithm to solve this problem. For writing 

tasks, an object-based storage device is selected. The contents of the file is written until the 

error message arrives object-based storage devices generate space is finished. Then the 

remaining pages of the file which are not stored and then written to another object-based 

storage device with available space, proposed the method was implemented with OASIS. 

Cluster technology achieves high performance by grouping cheap servers into groups. 

Although these cluster file systems receive better performance modifications to the software 
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required on the client-side, which limits their wide application. So a network the file access 

interface is combined with the cluster file system to deal with this problem. CFS-SI consists of 

three components: file server node, metadata server node, I / O node. Standard network file 

system runs on file server nodes and it accepts customer requests using the standard Network 

File Access Pattern. File server node saves and does not save all metadata on the metadata node 

any data of CFS-SI. This saved metadata is then used as and I / O node. Likewise, the whole 

process of the network file system is complete. Mostly supercomputers are nowadays found to 

be large clusters that need to be compact, augmented and dispersed. Metadata Processing 

Technique. An ideal metadata processing policy requires automatic balancing of namespaces 

and even distributions without any rules ddg namespace partition is being prepared hierarchical 

units dynamically use triple defines distribution granularity. Another technology is S2PC-MP 

crossover is proposed for stability of operation[3]. This reduces overhead with which 

committed operations are performed metadata operations during normal processing and can 

metadata consistency recovers quickly after any crash coming to the server. 

 

Distributed file systems:  

There are many cases where the application requires exclusive access to a certain file but 

privileges granted for some file are not pre-enabled and it restricts access to that file[4]. 

Belonging to the local file system the problem is only empowered and investigated as examples 

of an open file against something more requests. It requires more overhead than being another 

server is required to register instances of files opened. To deal with the exclusive access 

problem, a semi pre-capable locking mechanism is introduced; the server is unaware of any 

state of the file opened globally. This position is personally held in favour of the customer. 

When the request for the opened file is sent by the server to the server message to client to 

resolve conflict for client issues the held lock then the requesting customer uses it. Progress in 

memory and processor technology emerges with continuous disk strong processing power and 

compact cache memory.  

This allows for increased processing power disks perform more operations than just normal 

disk operations. Data manipulation may cause latency split-less application processing 

offloading for disk. The suck disk is known as the active disk. ADFS is a file system in which 

the data server is active disk based. The figures the capacity of files on these active disks is 

operations and commodity manufacturing. Application like database, application related 

operations are run by disk processor means returning only to customers instead of data files. 

This way you can reduce ADFS system overhead. Usually large separate Distributed File 

System Metadata Operations by the read-write operation of a file. But existing systems follow 

a restricted metadata management strategy because their goal is to manage data in distributed 

favourite Fashion and I / O Performance metadata. DP of metadata is developed and tested for 

mass metadata. DP sorts all metadata, calculates partition status and splits metadata between 

several metadata servers.  

The divisions are converted into different zodiac signs, metadata and workload. To avoid 

reducing throughput, the DP uses a replication policy .A device aimed at load balancing was 
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developed in distributed File System Management with Multiple Servers computing 

environment of distributed base. Technique data mining is based on processes and graph 

analysis algorithms. Data mining techniques are used to identify distributed File System, File 

pattern and Graph Analysis moves the file to a different file server. Foresight is a distribution 

providing availability by copying the file system files on many desktop computers. These 

copies of the file use plenty of storage space. If possible this is important then storage space. 

A count of more than 500 desktop file systems describe that around 50% the space used was 

accessed by replication files. A technique has been introduced to reclaim the storage space used 

full of duplicate files due to a fake file system by coincidence. The technique includes the 

following strategies using duplicate encryption, convergence: the files are converted into a 

single file encrypted by two. Various keys, SALAD, a database that is used to collect file 

components and location information. Is the difference between continuous media data and 

traditional text-based data storage and bandwidth needs? The file systems that support 

continuous media data require great volume and high bandwidth. AD-DFS is a distributed 

system developed using a continuous media file system autonomous disk. Eddie can do a little 

processing and is directly connected to the network. Linux platform implementation is also 

given by Qi net and Sarit (2003). 

 

Fig. 2 Data Flow Diagram File Systems 

 

Web cluster file systems: 

The idea of TH-CluFS is originally generated from high speed work networks typically access 

remote data as much as they are accessing locally located data. It forces I / O cluster technique 

balancing technique for the system. Initially files are freed from busy nodes for I / O load 

sharing. Finally, disk cache and memory cache memory is combined to create a memory file. 

Specific cash I / O balance work file cache level. It definitely performs compared to other 
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traditional web server groups’ methods. Web proxy server today web architecture has an 

important place. 

Disc one of the major problems shown is I / O. As shown against proxy server performance 

previous studies. Not in traditional file systems, good performance and large for proxy server 

overheads. UCFS is the developed system of knowledge of I / O performance importance of 

enlightenment Server. UCFS provides tables for metadata more about all load in memory and 

metadata updates searches have been terminated.  

It refers to a clustered file system that uses heavy disk transfers for improvement of performing 

a disk write job. Clustered file the system also enhances read operations and does not. Generate 

garbage as a result of improvements in UCFS proxy server performance as shown experiment. 

 

Cryptographic file system: 

Attached to a disk system secure network system is presented which shows that can be 

implemented with cryptographic security distributed File System[5]. These systems are type 

affordable with today's high speed processors. The most reliable and secure technology for the 

user is signature. Checksum of each block they are using for encryption is based on public key 

and disk side check every block for authentication before writing it. Three schemes are used 

because Scheme 1 is slow signature generation and check amount. Plan 2 reduces CPU load on 

disk server Check Responsibility. Scheme 3 is fast because it does not use signature creation 

and checking techniques. Brave is object based distributed secure file systems with strong 

security characteristics that are similar in behaviour and meaning for other distributed systems.  

Using the SCARED object storage devices file system and metadata can be stored without 

revealing information about it on devices data. File and data connection, all directories and 

files data can be encrypted. It provides encryption of file system metadata instead of file 

encryption filter. Each device is treated as a separate unit and braves can create different parts 

for a file system. Administration. With the help of major servers, separate security mechanisms 

can be used in the same file system. There is a lot of security required for data storage 

systems[6].  

Typically, storage space today comes with a complex network system. As data centres are 

located at secured locations the same as networks are located at secure locations. But they are 

still vulnerable to attacks, cryptographic file system encryption reduces the risk of attacks and 

integrity protection techniques together, providing finished protection to customers. SAN file 

system access and key the management technique is implemented on the SAN file system. 

Hash trees are used to perform file encryption and integrity protection as well. Both are 

techniques applied to the client file system driver. 

 

Peer to peer file system: 

SDA-DFS is file allocation, two techniques of replication and fragmentation are used on the 

server. Including privacy and file security integrity is safe even if a subset of servers suffer 

from some security attacks. Algorithm is adaptive in nature due to change in read-write pattern 
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of file network change allocation and customer location. A peer-to-peer algorithm designed for 

transparent reading and writing purposes from storage devices using an interface called FUSE, 

provides two features of high data availability by using replication and high defect tolerance 

decentralisation[7]. It is scalable due to DHT calls. DRFS is suitable for cooperative 

environments. For data storage uses random, independent of the content identifier and 

maintains high performance and low overhead helps in multiple reading and writing 

simultaneously. The implementation relates to an office where DRFS installed on an 

employee's machine, they request and store files. 

 

Flash file systems: 

It shows the cost achievement effectiveness is the most desirable and important factor during 

the process of development of mobile consumer devices. The compression mechanism is 

simple to implement but a cost effective approach effectiveness. Analysis technique for 

compression for mobile customers, at the file system level given in this study[8]. Traditional 

file system compression is better used for disk oriented systems and have rich computing 

resources, they are not well adapted to mobile devices, as with weak power processing and 

small memory. 

Constant writing of small data makes a difference between the duration of life and tenacity. In 

parallel writing small data, as much as one page is ruined, nanda Flash only provides support 

for page level I/O. Page wastage reduces usage and life. The era of Nanda Smriti. It uses NOR 

Flash as a log store data whenever small data is entered. Logs created in NOR are then 

transferred to nanda Flash in Page Alignment Fashion. Increases flash memory performance 

by implementation and utilization of state transition reallocation block; it reduces flash memory 

operations. Read operation is improved by a limited quantity of log blocks that reduce table 

blocks sector mapping.  

Fig. 3 Flash File System 

The state transition is implemented using the technique of both place and place in blocks. This 

first ensures access to all areas of the data block the allocation of a log block. Shine Smriti is 

gaining popularity due to her popularity Large Scale Capacity, Non-Volatile, Low 

Consumption Properties Lightning, and shock resistance. Hard disk drives have been replaced 
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by flash drives, especially in many applications in embedded systems. It is an important subject 

of research to implement a file system on flash memory. The boot loader is used for physical 

identification of the mapping table address. Entries in the mapping table are part of the file ID, 

File index address. 

Helps to load file index the associated log record of the file that creates the file metadata. If the 

file is not found in the metadata cache helps the file system to create log record metadata. Flash 

file design the system should take three factors into consideration for efficiency for nonlinear 

editing; these are frames header updates, system calls and data indexing. NLE-FFS designed 

for non-editing editing and its architecture is depending on the phase change of NAND flash 

and RAM, for multimedia devices supporting NLE. Three new concepts introduced: Data 

Indexing, a new scheme for the system call and H-data blocks, which are related to large 

multimedia files and flexible data management, reduces overhead reduces overhead and 

reduces frame header updates respectively. 

Byte level updates are allowed instead updates at the page level, thus the frame header has 

several bytes. Update due to physical NAND flash memory, multiple flash file properties 

systems are proposed but these systems have performance overhead and scalability issues due 

to management of metadata in flash memory All metadata is stored in virtual. The storage of 

metadata implements phase-change RAM. PFFS2 manually manages metadata at update 

location and byte level. As big data, deduplication is necessary for NLE. 

This leads to duplication. Is a surrender file system started for NAND flash memory in an 

embedded system? NLE is meant to reduce approximate duplication and calculate overheads. 

More, a shared data management planning, data indexing and garbage collection are as 

proposed. There is a possibility of reducing write operations for repeated data and using NAND 

flash memory ineffective methods. 

 

NAND flash file systems:  

Flash memory in particular NAND flash memory has proved to be a major technology for data 

storage. An interface at the block level of translation needed between flash memory and chips 

current File System[9]. Develop for current file system disk-like storage, so they are not 

efficient for flash memory storage. A fast flash file system for NAND, flash memory is 

proposed; Uses a technique called CFFS "Pseudo hot-cold" and separated by non-uniform flash 

blocks the allocation of data and metadata. Separating data and metadata plays a role in waste 

recovery collection performance than other ways. As old flash NAND's memory file system 

stores file data. 

The page becomes larger, the number of files and the size of files, scanning area problems 

become larger in domain time linearly increasing. Structure for a new index in this paper data 

is proposed using child and parent index pages. The file system uses index blocks and 

minimizes the scanning area and uses segments to handle files. As a unit of storage primarily 

for flash memory access, uses garbage count in a file for garbage collection single block for 

file system repair performance it is specially designed NAND target devices require flash 
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memory, such as MP3 players, digital camcorders and personal media Players. This technique 

uses hybrid mapping and stop allocation of files with the help of block allocation. 

 

Journaling file systems:  

To evaluate performance in journaling file system robustness method disk write is proposed 

under failure. Construction how to write a model journaling file system order disk used under 

many modes and for these models repair writing failures. Holds dual fs data and metadata in 

two different tools and manages them differently. Metadata is managed as log-structured file 

systems and data are managed in groups. It is very I / O time that is reduced by the file system. 

Journaling File System Capability failures under disk writing are evaluated through this 

method. Models are built for various journaling file systems used to inject faults in modes and 

systems.  

Get well soon Journalism is possible by accident using the file system. An analysis is presented 

for crash recovery different techniques and their strategy of accident[10]. There is a discussion 

of recovery. Speed and reliability are the two most important elements of the Performance 

Matrix for File Systems. However, there are still problems due to hardware, power and software 

failures. It presents the implementation of the study Journaling file system in limited resources 

availability and obtains a file system structure for embedded systems .Currently, data integrity 

and stability is maintained through logging techniques. The new technique uses the atomic 

write block method maintaining data consistency. 

 

 

 

 

Log structured file systems:  

Active and split inactive data in fragmented buffers in memory and then writing to disk volume 

is forced to disk volume to create a bimodal distribution. Active block is invalid, but inactive 

segments remain untouched this method reduces waste collection overhead. Display distributed 

file systems are limited by their metadata servers. Translucent compression on the I / O path 

may increase storage space efficiency in online storage. Excitement structured and parallel logs 

based on two file systems systems for achieving various performance efficiencies. The next 

generation of solid state and non-volatile memory is storage class memory (SCM). This 

strengthens the benefits of DRAM and high performance with low cost hard disk. To increase 

I / O performance Log structured file system, performance oriented data the restructuring plan 

has been introduced. The scheme reorganizes data on hard disk while trashing collection and 

system time wasting. 

 

Mobile file systems:  
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With the development of mobile devices in portable information devices, it is becoming 

required for the design of distributed file systems such communication devices. In this task, 

one has to keep given low capacity, small storage is available computations, and Unreliable 

Cellular Networks. Mobile code technology separates common file systems part two is a client 

part that contains some files less computing and some operation required; other part is a part 

of a server that has a lot of operations and files with heavy computing capabilities. File system 

of the portable device is part of the server's file system. Transporting large files from client 

servers has a significant problem on weak connections mobile File System. Operation shipping 

technique shows an update to the shipping operation on the server instead of updating a large 

file on the network. 

The user sends its tasks to a strongly connected client. A server performs the client operation, 

reproduces the files and checks the originality of the files then the operation sends the server 

on behalf of the client). For global roaming mobile network will be introduced personal 

mobility, network portability and terminal mobility, this is a unique individual number for each 

user mobile needs database architecture has been introduced to contain all space independent 

numbers sub-database system; Each sub-system has three architectural levels of trees, each of 

which are interlinked through the root node. Mpeg-4 video streaming has been announced as 

the defector standard for the present multimedia mobile services such as VoIP, video 

conferencing etc.  

But illegal users still use copyright and without payment for service. So is the security plan 

started which implements symmetric encryption-like DES, on small segments of the video 

plane, so that users one who is not allowed or not paid cannot use it video format. Mobile 

Phone, MP3 players and digital cameras use flash memory and FAT file system is implemented 

on mobile devices slight modification considering problems with FAT two systems of file 

systems have been proposed sector Reservation and ACPA, which reduces internal removes 

overhead and frequent changes to the file allocation table. Network partition use the file server 

to update your data under the file system reinvestment of mode server should assure its design 

secure file system operation in case of failure and concurrency.  

This can be achieved by applying integration of servers in the swarm file system. Compressed 

file systems are well suitable for mobile devices due to lack of storage but also it requires more 

I / O and computational overheads. Proposed to deal with these problems. The technique 

introduces swapping and substitution strategies, suggesting to keep mostly compressed 

accessed data file systems in main memory and uncompressed data in one swap Space. It helps 

to increase and decrease the hit ratio multiple operations of forgery and decompressing. 

Development of the mobile electronic devices market, data Security and Design Security 

management is acquiring an important place in itself. A provides a Linux kernel, where the 

solution is presented hardware support for encryption functions. Approach is Linux is verified 

on crypto APIs that store data in a safe way. 

 

II. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
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It would not be wrong to say that the computer system cannot be operated without storage 

operations. Every operation needs to support primary or secondary memory. A large part of 

efficiency and performance of operating systems depends on the storage system because it 

controls I / O capability. For an efficient operation it is very important to adopt the system 

efficient storage system to adopt. So file systems are very important and important. With him 

the passage of time and changing computing needs and hardware file system requirements also 

vary, there are so many techniques proposed and the system has attracted a large attention of 

researchers. Their computing environment, including performance characteristics and other 

parameters. 
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